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Pe ac e O ut
by Charles Wilkinson

Red Deer Press is thrilled to announce its partnership with award-winning
filmmaker Charles Wilkinson and Avi Federgreen of Indiecan Entertainment
Inc. to publish Peace Out — one man’s journey to discover the real costs of
energy.
The Peace River is one of the most valuable and beautiful places on earth —
but right now, every major energy sector wants a part of it; from mega-dam
promoters and unregulated hydro-frackers, to the nuclear industry and tar
sands.
“The Peace River is a microcosm of what’s really happening all around the
world,” says Wilkinson. “As energy demands soar, energy companies look
to ever more remote places to set up shop. As I traveled along the entire
length of the Peace, I began to ask myself WHY this is happening, what the
CONSEQUENCES are — and who is to BLAME.”
Peace Out is the personal journey behind Charles Wilkinson’s feature
documentary of the same name, which pits energy company CEOs against
world-renowned scientists, academics and activists, inviting the viewer to
decide whose truth is more compelling.
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Winner of the National Film Board’s Most Popular Canadian Documentary
prize at the 2011 Vancouver International Film Festival and featured at
Toronto’s Hot Docs Film Festival in April 2012, Peace Out has been hailed as
“... a thoughtful, clear-eyed exploration of an issue that always ends in costs,
trade-offs and (the) least bad options. This is not just another environmental
advocacy film.”

Charles Wilkinson is an award-winning writer and director of numerous
dramatic and documentary films and TV programs for theatrical and
network release, as well as an instructor at the Capilano University Film
Center.
Awards for Peace Out the film:
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